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ABSTRACT

This article discusses the importance of designing an efficient medium access control (MAC) protocol 
for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to optimize energy consumption at the data link layer while 
transmitting high traffic applications. The proposed protocol, EE-MMAC, is an energy-efficient 
multichannel MAC that reduces energy consumption by minimizing idle listening, collisions, 
overhearing, and control packet overhead. EE-MMAC utilizes a directional antenna and periodically 
sleep technique in a multi-channel environment. Nodes exchange control packets on the control 
channel to choose a data channel and decide the beam direction of the flow. Simulation results show 
that EE-MMAC achieves significant energy gains (30% to 45% less than comparable IEEE 802.11 
and MMAC) based on energy efficiency, packet delivery ratio, and throughput.

KEyWoRDS
Energy Efficient, MAC, Multichannel, Wireless sensor networks

1. INTRoDUCTIoN

Today most of the applications are running in wireless networking where anyone can access the 
resource from anywhere and anytime. Mobile computing, wireless sensor networks, ubiquitous 
computing and distributed computing are few examples of it. Now, WSNs are becoming critical 
to functionalities of upcoming emerging technology advancements than in the past decades, such 
as the Internet of Everything (IoE), smart city and digitization of world. WSNs are growing to be 
an important technology due to micro size sensors, increasing ability to sense, advancement in 
processing and communication are available in low cost. After reviewing research papers in the 
field of WSNs we identified issues like throughput, latency reliability and energy are very critical 
to it. Out of these, energy is a critical resource in the WSN because devices are independent, 
low powered, low computation and low storage where battery charging, and replacement is not 
possible. In such scenarios energy saving is of utmost importance. In the future, sensor nodes 
will be planned as disposable devices and unnecessary energy consumption must be avoided 
at every layer of communication, operating systems, application, and hardware. It is also found 
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from the literature survey that much of the energy is consumed at data and network layers of the 
communication model. Hence our inspiration for this research work is energy saving in MAC sub-
layer and IP layer. Today, many power management protocols exist but none of the protocols fulfill 
the future industry demands of the application such as scalability, load balancing and support of 
high traffic applications. Our major concern is to design the algorithm to optimize the energy in 
WSN. We are optimizing the energy to an extent that one battery will be sufficient for 5 to 6 years 
of continuous operation.

We can save energy at every layer of communication model, hardware, software, and operating 
system designing. After the literature survey found that main cause of energy consumption in 
communication model are data and network layer protocols. The main factors of energy consumption 
at data link layer are collision, overhearing, communication overhead and idle listening. Network layer 
protocols consume lots of energy in transmitting the packets without proper selection of route. We 
optimize energy at MAC layer by using sleep/wake up procedures and at network layer by designing 
a good clustering and routing protocol. A new energy saving algorithm for multichannel MAC (EE-
MMAC) to support more bandwidth required applications has been designed. The primary objective 
of the proposed protocol is to reduce the energy consumption in MAC sub-layer by resolving the given 
multichannel issues. EE-MMAC is scalable protocol and optimizes energy by reducing the number 
of collisions. Proposed EE-MMAC supports IEEE 802.11 and considers its good power efficient 
techniques to save the energy at MAC sub-layer. When we used single channel MAC then there is 
a starvation problem and source station stops their packets transmission. Detection of starvation is 
difficult hence identification of source of starvation is very important. The main source in single 
channel are hidden nodes, way of carrier sensing and use of symmetric terminal. To remove this 
problem and to improve the data rate in high traffic applications a multichannel MAC with directional 
information has been proposed. Proposed EE-MMAC used two transmission modes and multichannel 
to provide higher data rates for high traffic applications. In this research work, our primary goal is to 
design a protocol that can better manage the energy resources in distributed WSNs. As a secondary 
goal, we aim to meet the demands of high traffic applications and guarantee load balancing and 
energy optimization in a WSN. In addition, NS3 simulations are used for the preliminary validation 
and testing.

The paper is organized in the given manner below. Section 2 shows a literature survey, MAC 
protocol issues and challenges, and details of relevant research works. We surveyed all aspects of 
MAC and Network layer regarding energy optimization. Section 3 discusses the role of multichannel 
in MAC layer and provides solutions for the given multichannel issues. A new “energy efficient & 
multichannel medium access control (EE-MMAC)” is detailed for heavy bandwidth applications. 
Section 4 presents the performance evaluation and simulation parameters. This section proves that 
improvement in the throughput, PDR, and optimization of energy in high traffic applications are 
brought out. Finally, Section 5, depicts the conclusions of work.

2. RELATED WoRK

The present study was undertaken to find the relevant patents and technical documents (already in 
public domain) that could be used to support the novelty, or the lack of it on the various aspects of 
the invention. Based on the search conducted, a few technical publications and patents publications 
were found to be the most relevant. Medium access control (MAC) layer provides the access control, 
error control (using checksum), addressing, framing and to ensure of these services MAC protocols 
are used. MAC protocols are used to avoid collisions where two or more than two sensors are trying 
to transmit the frame simultaneously. These protocols classified mainly in to four categories like 
contention based, time division based, hybrid based and cross layer MAC. Proposed protocols must 
be designed in a way that guarantees energy saving and maximizes the lifetime of low powered WSN. 
The popular and standard MAC protocols list is given below.
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1.  Sensor-medium access control (SMAC)
2.  Berkeley Media Access Control for Low-Power Sensor Networks (B-MAC)
3.  Timeout- medium access control (T-MAC)
4.  Predictive Wake-UP medium access control (PW-MAC)
5.  Advertisement based-Time Division Multiple Access (ATMA)
6.  Traffic-adaptive medium access control (TAMAC)
7.  IEEE 802.11
8.  Power aware multi-access signaling (PAMAS)

2.1 MAC Protocol Paradigms for Wireless Sensor Networks
The wide range of MAC protocols are designed in WSNs (Wang et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2018). 
There are two types of protocol used in MAC layer contention based and TDMA based. A TDMA 
MAC protocols arbitrate medium access by defining an order where a particular time is assigned 
to a user for the transmission. It uses time division multiplexing and assigns different time slots 
to users for transmission. This technique fails if nodes are not synchronized and suffers from 
dynamic topology. The scheduled based protocols allow sensor nodes to occupy the channel to 
avoid any collision over the channel, therefore these techniques require more bandwidth to become 
successful. Low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) is the popular protocol of TDMA 
type, it provides clustering and routing in low powered WSNs (Mohammadi et al., 2018; Yang et 
al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2022). Contention-based MAC protocols allow wireless devices to use the 
same radio channel without pre-coordination. These protocols use the concept of “sense before the 
transmission” and are easy to implement, flexible and scalable in wireless sensor networks. The 
IEEE 802.11 is the standard MAC protocol based on the contention. Contention based protocols 
operate on the concept of “listen before talk”, free from clock synchronization and no need of global 
information related to topology. Contention based IEEE 802.11 uses network allocation vector, 
request to send (RTC), clear to send (CTC) frames to avoid the collision and to solve hidden station 
problem in wireless communication (Kumar et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2023). However, contention-
based IEEE 802.11 MAC consumes more energy due to the idle listening of sensor nodes even the 
nodes have nothing to do. Moreover, IEEE 802.11 MAC is a random technique-based protocol and 
in high bandwidth required applications, number of collisions are increased and performs poorly. 
The other contention-based MAC protocol is PAMAS. It reduces power depletion by applying 
the concept of sleep and waking up and turning the sensors to sleep mode while remaining nodes 
are in transmission mode (Kumar et al., 2017). However, this protocol is not intelligent enough 
to apply the sleep wake up method to reduce the idle listening time. Contention based protocols 
apply the concept of sleep/wake-up to optimize the energy in wireless sensor networks (Kumar et 
al., 2017). The popular and standard MAC protocols S-MAC (Punhani et al., 2019) and T–MAC 
(Dubey et al., 2020) are based on the contention. S-MAC is designed for WSN, and it is a self-
configurable protocol. To optimize the energy in listening to an idle channel, it uses the concept 
of periodically sleeping. All S-MAC sensors are in either active or sleepy state. A sensor node 
forms the virtual clusters and auto-synchronizes by turning off/on its radio. Contention based 
S-MAC during sleep time turns off its transceiver to save energy consumption. During the time 
of sleeping mode S-MAC buffered all the packets and transmitted them during the active time of 
a node. Similar to PAMAS, it also uses in-channel signaling and configured by many parameters 
to assign a scheduled time for sensor nodes to set duration of active mode, network density and 
applies message passing to reduce the contention time. A new MAC protocol T-MAC is derived 
from S-MAC to support heavy band-with required applications. T-MAC remains in active mode 
till the time some activity is happening over the channel, if for certain fixed time no events are 
detected over the channel sensor node will go to the sleep mode. Sensor nodes will always renew 
their sensing time whenever an activation event occurs over the channel. However, if any active 
event occurs over the channel, all sensor nodes hearing this message renew their TT even if they 
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are not participating in the communication. The other sensor nodes change their state to sleep 
state based on overhearing an RTS and CTS messages. These messages are for other nodes and 
optimize the energy by overhearing avoidance. A nonlinear utility optimization allocates bandwidth 
channel resources among the sensor nodes. The algorithms are designed to control the channel 
access information in dense network of multichannel environment to optimize the energy. Many 
algorithms are designed on the effects of economic viewpoint of wireless resources and technical 
effectiveness of wireless local area network. New algorithms are developed which leads to energy 
optimization at communication model and control of MAC and network layer resources in the best 
way. It is derived from TDMA/FDMA scheduling, further this algorithm is centralized in nature 
and improves the performance (Kumar et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2022; Sharma et al., 2020). The 
algorithm minimizes the interferences among the multi-channel direction-based interfaces derived 
from linear programming. Fairness and directional antenna concept can be used to improve the 
throughput, load balancing in the linear programmed algorithm (Kumar et al., 2020; Singh et al., 
2020; Reghu et al., 2019). Thesis proposes a solution in the form of joint scheme of scheduling and 
routing based on the optimization formulation, its objective to provide the optimal solution. Network 
models represent the working and relation of IEEE 802.11s enhanced distributed channel access 
and hybrid wireless mesh protocol and the interference behavior for multi-interface directional 
mesh wireless sensor network. The standard IEEE 802.11 technology uses the enhanced distributed 
channel access protocol as a compulsory protocol and MCCA as an optional protocol (Kumar et 
al., 2015). Another protocol is the hybrid wireless mesh protocol used in data transmission (Kumar 
et al., 2015; Ye et al., 2023). The network model shows that IEEE 802.11 DCF is improved by 
EDCA, where multiple access priorities are given by implementing the multiple access categories 
and it improves the quality of service.

2.2 MAC Layer Issues
The various design issues need to be dealt with while designing the MAC protocols. The issues are 
given below:

1.  MAC protocol must avoid collisions, idle listening and overhearing among the sensor nodes.
2.  Congestion control algorithms designed in such a way that they easily manage duplicate packets, 

collided packets, and time out mechanism. Retransmission of packets is costly in terms of energy.
3.  Implementation of priority scheduling algorithms to control overhead.
4.  MAC protocols designed to support high traffic applications.
5.  MAC protocols must be scalable in dense heterogeneous wireless sensor networks.

2.3 Channel Access and Data Forwarding of MAC Layer
IEEE 802.15.4 (ZigBee Technology) WSN provides low bit rates (bps) approximately 250 kb/s. The 
high bandwidth required applications are not implemented over such technologies and to run these 
applications with existing technologies is a challenging task. The use of multi-channel where different 
channels is assigned to the sensor nodes runs parallel transmissions and improves the data rate and 
high bandwidth applications runs successfully. Using the concept of multi-mode transmission in 
multi-channel environment increased the scalability and data rate. Heterogenous sensor nodes have 
different configuration and many of them support multi-channel. Both 802.11 and 820.15.4 specify 
the multiple frequencies and started a new era of multichannel communication in WSNs. ISM band 
2.4 GHz is unlicensed and freely available to the devices. Many technologies like 802.15.4, 802.11 
are using and sharing the same 2.4 GHz band. Therefore, the chances of interferences increased where 
electric appliances including microwave radiation, Bluetooth, hot spot, radars polluting the 2.4 GHz 
band. Wireless LAN supports IEEE 802.11 (Kumar et al., 2014; Sudhakaran et al., 2020; Adeogun et 
al., 2020; Lindsey et al., 2002) technology and operates over the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz freely available 
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bands. Many versions of IEEE 802.11 are in the market and vary according to the distance and data 
rate. Non-overlapping channels can be used to reduce the interferences among the wireless devices. 
Suppose three sensor nodes are deployed adjacent to each other, in that case they must operate over 
the 1, 6 and 11 channels to reduce the interferences. These channels are non-overlapping channels. 
In case only two sensor nodes are adjacent to each other they can use any channel with condition 
“both the channels must be five channels apart” like channels 4 and 9. The sensor nodes are self-
configurable, and they have the capability to automatically select a channel based on the channel 
used by the adjacent sensor node. This concept reduces the interferences between the IEEE 802.11 
and 802.15.4 technology also. By default, the available channels 15, 20, 25 and 26 of 802.15.4 do 
not overlap with the 802.11 available channels. The given channels guarantee the collision free 
environment only for the devices using 802.11 technology. There is some existence between both 
technologies and many researchers are working in this area.

2.4 Existing Protocol Comparison of MAC Layer
Simulation can be performed on NS2, NS3, MATLAB and many other open-source platforms. We 
worked on NS3 simulation tool and performed the simulation to compare the existing MAC protocols. 
We considered the simulation area of 1000m × 1000m and divided this area into 4 quadrants. The 
access points are fixed in the middle of each quadrant and these access points are configured on 
different frequencies to reduce the interferences. In each quadrant one node is randomly selected hence 
in total four. We simulated the protocols in unbalanced traffic scenario where any node selected as 
destination from the northeast quadrant and starts receiving the packets from access point (Ayoughi et 
al., 2019; Khusravirad et al., 2021; Chernyshev et al., 2018). Then we simulated balanced traffic that 
each quadrant selected as destination. This scenario we set up to simulate the two existing protocols. 
The first protocol is MCP where channels are assigned randomly and establish the path based on the 
available links, without considering the traffic factor over interface 2. The other simulated protocol is 
the UMA (utility maximization approach) which is running on interface 1. In this literature survey we 
studied various protocols already in use at MAC layer (Haas et al., 2020; Nyugen at al., 2022; Fany et 
al., 2021). We compared contention and TDMA based protocols and identified that contention-based 
protocol gives better performance compared to TDMA. We studied the channel access mechanism 
and how to forward the data among the nodes. We also found that each mesh node has multiple 
interfaces used to get maximum data rate in distributed environment. Based on data rate and data 
traffic at channels, algorithms select mesh access points which connect to external network. Finally, 
based on balanced and unbalanced traffic demand, algorithms select interfaces of every mesh node 
(Guo et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2018; Teja et al., 2023).

3. EE-MMAC CHANNEL DESIGN FoR DISTIBUTED WSNS

WSNs have become an important part of our life and supports various industrial applications from 
low bandwidth to high bandwidth (e.g., healthcare, military, civilian application, multimedia, Voice 
over IP, Internet of Things, and Internet of Everything) (Alsenwi et al., 2019; Tanab et al., 2019; 
Shahab et al., 2020). These critical applications require high bandwidth for the transmission of 
bulk amount of data without any delay. In WSNs, sensor nodes are randomly scattered and as per 
application demand of stay inactive and activate in case of sudden event detection. Generally, single 
channel is used in WSNs, but it creates a starvation problem which further stops the transmission 
and affects the performance. Mainly three reasons of starvation are hidden node, carrier sensing 
and symmetric terminal (Qiu et al., 2020; Chettri et al., 2020). To remove the starvation problem 
at MAC sub-layer and to improve the data rate, multiple channels are used in WSN. The use of 
multichannel access in the WSNs increases the throughput, packet delivery ratio and data rate in 
high traffic applications. The sensor nodes are designed to communicate on different free ISM 
band frequencies. This veracity has given new direction towards the multichannel communication 
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standard in WSNs. The MAC protocols play an important role in energy saving at data link layer 
hence designing an appropriate MAC protocol is required (Kumar et al., 2020; Yung et al., 2023). 
Due to the advancement in hardware and software, the applications are exchanging bulk of data. 
Therefore EE-MMAC an energy efficient protocol is proposed which is based on multichannel 
and supports high bandwidth applications. The main concern of proposed EE-MMAC is to save 
the power at data link layer of communication stack. The EE-MMAC is focused on minimizing the 
time of idle listening, minimizing the time of overhearing, reducing the chance of packet collisions, 
and minimizing the control packet overhead.

EE-MMAC, a multichannel MAC protocol works with directional antenna unlike IEEE 
802.11 and 802.15.4 (Mao et al., 2016; Karthikeyan et al., 2015). It uses the periodic sleep 
technique to save the energy at host to network layer. When a node is transmitting data, during 
that time other nodes must be in sleep mode motivated by S-MAC and PAMAS (Hsu et al., 2014). 
Proposed protocol uses n number of channels, one channel is configured as a control channel 
and other n-1 channels are configured as data channel. To mitigate starvation and in support of 
high traffic applications, nodes exchange control information over control channel to perform 
handshake, to decide the data channel and direction of the transmission respectively. Proposed 
protocol has been validated in NS3 and it achieves 20% to 35% energy saving in comparison 
to other existing protocols. The EE-MMAC, is a novel contention-based MAC protocol clearly 
designed for heavy traffic applications in low powered WSNs. The main concern of the proposed 
technique is power saving by enhancing throughput and minimizing packet collisions. To attain 
the predictable percentage of power saving, it is important to identify the origin of unusable 
resources and define the new algorithms to be incorporated to save energy. There are various 
deficiencies in existing MAC protocols and the main causes of energy waste are idle listening, 
control packet overhead, collision and overhearing. In idle listening, nodes always switch their 
transceiver on to listen to receive the possible packets that are never sent, and this is the main 
cause of power consumption at MAC layer. If there is nothing to receive over the channel, then 
no need to sense and node should switch to the inactive mode for a long amount of time. Many 
existing protocols are using the idle mode or sleep wake up procedure to save energy. The second 
deficiency in existing protocol is control frame overhead, these frames contain only protocol 
information and exchange no application data. Therefore, the number of control frames are 
exchanged by the sensor nodes to compete for the data transmission, node’s energy is wasted 
in sending and receiving these control frames. The third deficiency is collision, and it occurs 
when packets collide with each other over the channel. The collided packets are discarded and 
retransmitted. The retransmission of packets increases congestion over the channel and results 
in more packets collision. This process consumes lots of energy from the sensor node. Fourth 
deficiency is overhearing means “sending a message during the time when receiver is not ready 
to receive” or “receiver receiving the frames intended for others”. Transmitting these types of 
frames is a wastage of energy. The use of single channel MAC in data communication increases the 
chance of starvation which further stops communication. The starvation problem can be reduced 
by using the multiple channel concept. Proposed EE-MMAC Protocol based on existing MMAC 
and H-MMAC multi-channel protocols [5, 38, 29]. In a multichannel environment every sensor 
node works on different channels, one channel is used for transmission of control packets, for 
performing handshake and to select data channel from other channels. The EE- MMAC protocol 
considers that time is divided into beacon intervals which consist of an ad-hoc traffic indication 
messages (ATIM) window and a communication window. During ATIM window, all nodes listen 
to the control channel and exchange the number of packets to decide the data channel for data 
transmission. During communication window time, nodes adopt the negotiated data channel to 
transmit and receive the packets. Many sensor nodes are equipped with directional antenna and 
use network allocation vector to maintain the neighbors list and direction of channel respectively.
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3.1 Algorithm Design Procedure
We propose a Multi-channel MAC protocol with Directional Antennas EEMMAC that adopts IEEE 
802.11 Power Saving Mechanism (PSM) and exploits multiple channel resources and directional antennas. 
Participated sensor nodes are synchronized with each other according to the beacon frame during the 
ATIM window time [41]. Each EE-MMAC beacon frame is composed of ATIM and communication 
window time. ATIM window is mainly utilized for power saving. The participated sensor nodes must 
be active by the ATIM window time and perform handshake mechanism. During the handshake, nodes 
exchange the control information essential for the selection of channel. The participated sensor nodes 
complete handshake mechanism by exchanging the ATIM-R, ATIM-ACK control packets. After 
handshake successful nodes exchange the data and remaining nodes switched to the sleep mode to save 
energy. EE-MMAC protocol considers N channels, and each sensor node uses 2 channels in half duplex 
mode. It helps in solving the localization, multichannel issues and provides synchronization among the 
sensor nodes. Further, to improve the throughput and avoid collisions, two transmission modes are used. 
Omnidirectional mode is only used in handshaking over the control channel and directional mode is 
used in transmission of data packets over n-1 data channel. Directional mode works direction and solves 
multichannel issues like hidden node problems and sender block problems. In this mode sensor nodes 
send alert messages to hidden node in particular direction. One channel is defined as a Control Cannel 
(CC) and N-1 are Data Channels (DC). During ATIM window, all participated nodes exchange their 
RTS/CTS message over the CC to select data channel for sending and receiving the data. To improve 
the throughput and full utilization of resources, few nodes can transfer the data during the time of ATIM 
window and vice versa. Normal and advanced, two modes of transmission are considered in proposed 
EE-MMAC. Normal mode is in use where low volume of data is transferred over data channel only. 
Nodes having high volume of data used advance mode for the data transmission. In advance mode nodes 
can transfer the data over CC and data channel both to support the high traffic applications. Procedure 
for setting up of Transmission mode is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Multi-channel transmission mode
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EE-MMAC sensor nodes perform handshake over the control channel to select data channel 
and solve the multichannel issues. The handshake mechanism uses three types of control frames 
ATIM, ATIM-ACK, and ATIM-RES. Sensor node A starts the communication and transmits the 
ATIM control frame to designated sensor node B. ATIM frame has the knowledge of all the channels 
and provide the free channel information to the sensor nodes at that time. This information is very 
useful to avoid the congestion and status is available for all participated nodes. After knowing the 
available channel information, node B explores the beam direction towards the node A and based 
on the beam direction it selects the common data channel in the existing channel list and node A’s 
existing channel list. In second phase, node B replies with ATIMACKNOWLEDGEMENT (AA) 
packet including the direction and common data channel for further communication. In third phase, 
node A acknowledges the packet AA by sending ATIM-RESERVATION (AR). Next, both nodes A 
and B broadcast the Directional Reservation (DR) packet in the opposite directions. Receiving the 
DR packets, the neighbors of nodes A and B get the information of AA, AR and DR packets and 
update data structures accordingly. Sensor nodes perform ATIM exchange to select data channel and 
beam direction as given in Figure 2, and then node transmits data over the selected data channel.

Every node maintains its Neighbor Information List (NIL) and Channel Usage List (CUL) to keep 
track of the information of the neighbor nodes. EE-MMAC is designed to find out the solutions of 
multichannel issues. ATIM, NIL and CUL techniques are used for the same. EE-MMAC NIL solves the 
receiver lost multichannel problem. Two types of antennae (omnidirectional and directional) are used in 
the proposed work to support the high bandwidth required applications. Omnidirectional antenna is used 
to transmit the ATIM message and directional antenna is used in transmission of DRES packets. These 
two channels aim to improve the throughput in the high bandwidth required applications. EEMMAC 
solves the head of line blocking of a node by considering a classifier to classify the data according to the 
direction and two array type buffers are required by each node per direction. These two techniques reduce 
the number of collisions and help in avoiding the node head block problem. Size of ATIM window is 
another important factor and its size should not be too low or high. In detail solutions to all the issues of 
multichannel are given below. If a node is transmitting at the DC during the ATIM window time, then 
the node will lose all communicated control messages. Consequently, it adopts that all other nodes that 
are on the CC (N_ATIM = 0) consider the advanced transmission mode and update N_ATIM = 2. An 
algorithm to update node NIL in each ATIM window is given in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Control channel and data channel selection during ATIM, data exchange
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3.2 Channel Usage List
EE-MMAC uses CUL to store the status and beam direction of every channel. CUL is updated based 
on the exchange of control message over CC during the ATIM window time. A node uses multiple 
beam directions on every control channel and data channel. Let us consider that a source node A does 
not know the location of the destination node B. First node A includes its CUL in ATIM message. 
Consider node A using two directions, dir1 and dir2 and node B using dir2 and dir3. Node A forwards 
ATIM message to B, then node B determines data channel and beam direction towards node A based 
on node A’s CUL. Node B selects beam direction, from source to destination & vice-versa, based on 
receiving channel of ATIM message & A’s CUL. Node A using dir1 and node B using dir4. Then node 
B determines the common beam of common data channel using CUL of node A and B. At last node B 
replies to acknowledgment of ATIM message including channel and beam direction dir4 information 
selected for communication. An algorithm to select DCH & beam index is given in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Node update algorithm

Figure 4. Algorithm to select DCH and beam index
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3.3 EE-MMAC Protocol
The step by step working of EE-MMAC protocol is given below. We assumed that node A has an 
interest to transmit a few packets to node B.
Step 1:  During the ATIM window of beacon frame, Node A checks its own NIL and find out the 
status of other node B. If the status of node B is active, node A transmits an ATIM packet towards 
node B in omnidirectional mode. This ATIM packet includes the information of CUL and transmission 
mode. Otherwise, node A waits till the next beacon.
Step 2:  Node B is active and receives the ATIM message. Node B opens the ATIM message and 
reads the CUL and transmission mode status. Now based on node A CUL and its own CUL node B 
finds out the data channel and direction to reach to node A. Once direction and channel identify by 
node B then it replies to AA message using omnidirectional mode.
Step 3:  On receiving AA message by node A, it replies to an AR message to node B. This reply 
message confirms the selected data channel and beam direction. The directions of both the nodes are 
opposite since the nodes are in opposite directions.
Step 4:  Now both the nodes broadcast a DR message to alert their neighbors. Nodes use directional 
mode of transmission and on the opposite side.
Step 5:  After overhearing the AA/AR/DR messages, neighbors update their data structure and CULs.
Step 6:  Following the steps 1 to 5, node A and B are successful in channel selection and starts the 
data transmission. Other nodes which are not successful in channel selection or not able to complete 
the above steps due to any reason switch to sleep mode to optimize the energy at MAC sub-layer.

The proposed algorithm takes full advantage of channel resources and utilizes them accordingly. 
When nodes are busy exchanging control packets over the control channel during ATIM window time 
then data channels should not be free. Similarly, a control channel is used to send and receive the data 
during the communication window time. The active nodes use advance mode to transmit the data over 
the data channel during the ATIM window time. The control packets are exchanged during ATIM 
window over CC, and it creates little bit overhead. In EE-MMAC protocol after ATIM exchanged, 
nodes are eligible to transmit number of data packets without several contentions. Therefore, the 
proposed protocol reduces the contention overhead and controls packets overhead to transmit the 
individual data packets over the data channel. The example is explained in Figure 5, During the ATIM 
window time node C & D performed handshake and opted CC for the transmission of data. Now node 
A and B exchanged control packets during the same ATIM window and selected data channel 1 for 
data transmission because CC is already reserved. After performing handshake DR message helps 
other nodes to update their data structures about the reservation of channels. EE-MMAC uses the 
directional antenna therefore node G and node H opted the same data channel 1 for data transmission 
but in different directions. During the same ATIM window nodes E and F selected data channel 2 
for the data transmissions. Now the first ATIM window time out and data transmission start over the 
opted channels and so on.

4. PERFoRMANCE EVALUATIoN AND SIMULATIoN oF EE-MMAC

We analyze the throughput of the EE--MMAC mechanism for a data channel Ci as follows:

Si
C = m / (Tcp + Tm + Th + ACK + ATIM) (1)

Where Tcp is the contention period for a single data channel reservation on the control channel and 
other parameters given in equation are considered as a constant. To achieve maximum throughput of 
data channel we need to minimize the contention period Tcp and minimize the amount of time (T0

C). 
Subsequently, T0

C controls the number of data channels that the EE-MMAC can support. A sender and 
a receiver spend time on the control channel to make a data channel reservation using an equation:
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T0
C = DIFS + Tcp + RTS + SIFS + CTS (2)

We can express Tcp and T0
C as follows:

Tcp = E [Ti2] st + E [Nc] (Tc + PIFS + E[Ti1] st) (3)
T0

C = DIFS + E[Ti2] st + E[Nc] (Tc + PIFS + E[Ti1] st) + RTS + SIFS + CTS (4)

Where E[Ti2] is the average number of idle slots, E[Ti1] the average number of idle slots after a 
collision, E[Nc] is the average number of collisions, Tc is time duration for each collision, and st 
is the length of a slot during ATIM window. We showed that the transmission probability (p) for a 
finite load is equal to:

p = 2qi /(3Ws + 1) qi + 2(1-q0) (5)

Where q0 is the probability that the user’s buffer has at least one packet remaining after transmission 
of a packet, and qi is the probability that a user will generate a packet within a data channel reservation 
period. For the heavy load, where users working on high traffic applications and always has a packet 
to transmit then the transmission probability becomes:

p = 2/(3Ws + 1) (6)

The probability P_idle and P_busy in each time slot during the ATIM window are given as:

P{idle} = Pi = (1-p) M (7)

Where M is the number of users in the system.

P{busy} = P{transmission} = Pt = 1 –(1 – p) M (8)

Figure 5. Data transmission procedure
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When the ATIM window size (Ws) is large enough, the number of users colliding will be fewer 
than two, which will provide the highest throughput. With this assumption, we can express the 
expected number of collisions E[Nc] as:

E[Nc] = E[Nc/Mt= 2 ] Pr(Mt = 2/Mt ≥ 1) (9)

When two users enter with the same priority, they will collide initially. Then they will each choose 
a new backoff counter uniformly from the discrete range (0, Wc-1) after each collision. For every 
contention period, these two users collide with probability Pc = 1/Wc and succeed with probability 
Ps = (Wc -1)/Wc. Therefore, the expected number of collisions, including the initial one,

E[Nc/Mt = 2] = 1 + ∑ j Pjc . Ps = 1 + Pc/ Ps = Wc /(Wc -1) (10)

EE-MMAC ATIM window size affects the number of successful ATIM handshakes. The 
subsequent number of contending nodes is decreased after every successful ATIM handshake. The 
optimal ATIM window size T_atim_window needs to be estimated in order to maximize the number 
of concurrent transmissions Ntx, where:

Ntx = min (T_atim_window/Esuc, Ncon, Nch) (11)

The simulations are conducted with 200 nodes which are placed in a 500 m ×500 m area. Every 
deployed node has the capability to communicate within its range. The node joins the cluster and 
forms a point-to-point connection. A node senses the event, generates the packets and forwards to 
cluster head node by a fixed rate. Every node is equipped with antenna and operates in directional 
and omnidirectional mode. Each simulation is conducted in 10s and the simulation results are an 
average of 200 runs of different topologies.

The EE-MMAC simulation is completed according to the evaluation metric presented in table 
2. We simulated and compared the IEEE 802.11, MMAC, and EE-MMAC protocols and results are 
explained in the form of graphs. As per Figure 5, as the loads are increasing over the network resulting 
packet delivery ratio is decreasing. The reason is use of single channel, which is not scalable and cannot 
handle the load beyond certain threshold. The packet arrival rate creates congestion and increases 
the chance of collision. Due to collisions of packets retransmission happens which is the main cause 
of energy consumption. The EE-MMAC uses multiple channels where nodes concurrently transmit 
the data on different channels. Figure 6 shows that, as the packet arrival rate increases, EE-MMAC 
easily handles the situation compared to other protocols and gives better results in high bandwidth or 
traffic applications. Use of multi-channel, directional antenna, omnidirectional antenna, normal mode, 
and advance mode are the reasons for multiple concurrent transmissions which further improves the 
spatial reuse. Aggregate throughput is similar for all simulated protocols in low traffic environment. As 
traffic increases the throughput of EE-MMAC is higher compared to other protocols. The throughput 
comparison is given in Figure 7. Advanced mode improves the throughput in heavy traffic.

Figure 8 of simulation results shows that EE-MMAC gives a somewhat poor performance when 
data traffic is low, and delay is high as compared to other protocols. IEEE 802.11 gives better results 
for low load. IEEE 802.11 using the single channel and access the channel when a node has some 
data to send. The multichannel protocols first negotiate on the control channel to select a data channel 
for transmission. If a node is in doze mode, it waits till the next ATIM window, then negotiates on 
CC to select a data channel. This is the main cause of high delay in low traffic on the multichannel 
environment. As data rate increases the delay of EE-MMAC is less compared to the other since 
multichannel MAC is capable of concurrent transmissions compared to a single channel. EE-MMAC 
improves the quality of service of application till threshold point. Energy consumption results for 
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simulated protocols are given in Figure 9. The nodes that have nothing to send go to sleep mode 
during ATIM window time to save energy while IEEE 802.11 uses idle mode in the same situation. 
Idle mode (1.15 w) consumes more energy compared to sleep mode (.04 w). EE-MMAC transmits 
more packets and consumes less energy compared to IEEE 802.11 and MMAC.

5. CoNCLUSIoN

This work addresses some of the fundamental problems in multichannel MAC and protocol design for 
emerging wireless networks. On the basis of the search conducted through various patent databases and 
technical publications, an intelligent energy efficient multichannel MAC (EE-MMAC) is presented. 

Figure 6. Packet delivery ratio results

Table 1. Simulation parameters

S.No Parameter Value

1 Total DC and CC 4

2 Total beams 4

3 Beacon interval time/ATIM window time 100/20 ms

4 SIFS/DIFS/Slot time 16/32/10 Micro s.

5 ATIM 28 byte

6 AA/AR/DR 16/16/16 byte

7 Wireless Data Rate 54 Mbps

8 Size of transmitted packets 4096 bits

9 Thresh hold for retry 6

10 Wireless transmission range 250 m

11 Power consumption in transmission or receiving 1.65 w/ 1.4 w

12 Idle/Sleep mode consumption 1.15 w/ .04 w
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Figure 7. Throughput comparison results

Table 2. Evaluation metric

S.No Parameter Function

1 Throughput Pkt Size ∗No of Successful pkt/ Total simulation time

2 PDR Total pkt received/Total pkt Generated

3 Average transmitted delay Total Delay in transmission/No of transmitted Pkt

4 Energy Efficiency Total Energy Consumption/No of transmitted pkt

Figure 8. Average delay comparison results
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We have explored the efficient use of resources in WSNs at the MAC layer. The Intelligent EE-
MMAC algorithm combines multichannel with directional information for high traffic applications. 
It achieves energy optimization by decreasing the idle listening and sleep cycles using the periodic 
listen and control information transmission over the control channel. Use of advanced mode, normal 
mode, multiple data channels and single control channels increases the QOS of networks. EE-MMAC 
reduces collisions by providing solutions for hidden node problems, receiver lost problem and sender 
block problem. Further, it optimizes energy by reducing the significant number of collisions at MAC 
layer. During the work our main aim was to optimize the energy at MAC layer of WSNs.

Figure 9. Energy consumption results
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